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W

ITH a wave of investment, a raft of new
products, and a rising tide of enterprise
deployments, artificial intelligence is
making a splash in the Internet of Things (IoT).
Companies crafting an IoT strategy, evaluating a
potential new IoT project, or seeking to get more
value from an existing IoT deployment may want to
explore a role for AI.

SIGNALS
• Venture capital funding of AI-focused IoT startups is growing fast: In the first eight months of
2017, this group of start-ups raised $705 million1
• Acquisitions of AI-focused IoT start-ups are on
the rise: 21 in the first eight months of 2017 and
24 in 2016, up from 11 in 20152
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• Vendors of IoT platforms—including Amazon,3

new products and services, and enhance risk man-

GE,4 IBM,5 Microsoft,6 Oracle,7 PTC,8 and

agement.

Salesforce9—are integrating AI capabilities

AVOIDING COSTLY UNPLANNED DOWNTIME

• Large organizations across industries are already leveraging or exploring the power of AI

In a number of sectors, unplanned downtime re-

with IoT to deliver new offerings and operate

sulting from equipment breakdown can cause heavy

more efficiently10

losses. For instance, according to one study, such

• Gartner predicts that by 2022, more than 80

losses average $38 million annually for offshore oil

percent of enterprise IoT projects will include an

and gas operators.14 Another source estimated that

AI component, up from only 10 percent today

for industrial manufacturing in total, unplanned

11

downtime costs $50 billion per year, with equipment failure being the cause for 42 percent of the

The AI key to unlock
IoT potential

outages.15
Predictive maintence—using analytics to predict
equipment failure ahead of time in order to sched-

Artificial intelligence is playing a growing role in

ule orderly maintenance procedures—can mitigate

IoT applications and deployments, a shift appar-

the damaging economics of unplanned downtime.

ent in the behavior of companies operating in this

In manufacturing, for instance, Deloitte finds that

12

area. Venture capital investments in IoT start-ups

predictive maintenance can reduce the time re-

that are using AI are up sharply. Companies have

quired to plan maintenance by 20–50 percent, in-

acquired dozens of firms working at the intersec-

crease equipment uptime and availability by 10–20

tion of AI and IoT in the last two years. And major

percent, and reduce overall maintenance costs by

vendors of IoT platform software are now offering

5–10 percent.16

integrated AI capabilities such as machine learning-

Because AI technologies—particularly machine

based analytics.

learning—can help identify patterns and anomalies

AI is playing a starring role in IoT because of its

and make predictions based on large sets of data,

ability to quickly wring insights from data. Machine

they are proving to be particularly useful in imple-

learning, an AI technology, brings the ability to au-

menting predictive maintenance. Leading South Ko-

tomatically identify patterns and detect anomalies

rean oil refiner SK Innovation, for example, expects

in the data that smart sensors and devices gener-

to save “billions of won” by using machine learn-

ate—information such as temperature, pressure,

ing to predict failure of connected compressors.17

humidity, air quality, vibration, and sound. Com-

Similarly, Italian train operator Trenitalia expects

panies are finding that machine learning can have

to avoid unplanned downtime and save 8–10 per-

significant advantages over traditional business

cent on its €1.3 billion annual maintenance costs.18

intelligence tools for analyzing IoT data, including

Meanwhile, French power utility EDF Group has al-

being able to make operational predictions up to 20

ready saved over $1 million with machine learning-

times earlier and with greater accuracy than thresh-

driven early warning on equipment failure.19

old-based monitoring systems. And other AI tech13

INCREASING OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

nologies such as speech recognition and computer
vision can help extract insight from data that used

AI-powered IoT can do more than help avoid un-

to require human review.

planned downtime. It can also help improve opera-

The powerful combination of AI and IoT tech-

tional efficiency. This is due in part to the power of

nology is helping companies avoid unplanned

machine learning to generate fast and precise pre-

downtime, increase operating efficiency, enable

dictions and deep insights—and to AI technologies’
ability to automate a growing variety of tasks.
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For example, for Hershey, managing the weight

Meanwhile, Rolls-Royce aims to soon introduce

of their products during the production process is

a new offering featuring IoT-enabled airplane en-

critical: Every 1 percent improvement in weight

gine maintenance services. The company plans to

precision can mean more than $500,000 in savings

use machine learning to help it spot patterns and

for a 14,000-gallon batch of product such as Twiz-

identify operational insights that will be sold to air-

zlers.20 The company used IoT and machine learn-

lines.26 And automotive manufacturer Navistar is

ing to significantly reduce weight variability during

looking to machine learning analysis of real-time

production. Data is captured and analyzed by the

connected vehicle data to enable a new revenue

second, and weight variability can be predicted by

stream, in vehicle health diagnostics and predictive

machine learning models, enabling 240 process

maintenance services. According to Navistar tech-

adjustments per day, compared to just 12 per day

nology partner Cloudera, these services have helped

before the ML-powered IoT solution was installed.21

cut downtime for nearly 300,000 vehicles by up to

AI-based prediction is also helping Google cut

40 percent.27

40 percent of data center cooling costs. The solution,

ENHANCING RISK MANAGEMENT

trained on data from sensors in the facility, predicts
temperature and pressure over the next hour to
guide actions for limiting power consumption.

A number of applications pairing IoT with AI are
helping organizations better understand and pre-

22

Machine learning produced insights that per-

dict a variety of risks as well as automate for rapid

suaded one shipping fleet operator to take a counter

response, enabling them to better manage worker

intuitive action that saved them big money. Data

safety, financial loss, and cyber threats.

collected from ship-board sensors was used to iden-

For instance, Fujitsu has piloted the use of

tify the correlation between the amount of money

machine learning to analyze data from connected

spent on cleaning the ships’ hulls and fuel efficiency.

wearable devices to estimate its factory workers’ po-

The analysis showed that by cleaning their ships

tentially threatening heat stress accumulated over

hulls twice a year rather than every two years—and

time.28 Banks in India and North America have be-

thereby quadrupling their cleaning budget—they

gun evaluating AI-enabled real-time identification

would end up saving $400,000 due to greater fuel

of suspicious activities from connected surveillance

efficiency.23

cameras at ATMs.29 Vehicle insurer Progressive is

ENABLING NEW AND IMPROVED
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

nected cars to accurately price its usage-based in-

using machine learning analysis of data from consurance premiums and thus better manage under-

IoT technology coupled with AI can form the

writing risk.30 And the city of Las Vegas has turned

foundation of improved and eventually entirely

to a machine learning solution to secure its smart

new products and services as well. For instance, for

city initiatives, aimed at automatically detecting

GE’s drone and robot-based industrial inspection

and responding to threats in real time.31

services, the company is looking to AI to automate
both navigation of inspection devices and identifi-

Implications for enterprises

cation of defects from the data captured by them.
This could result in safer, more precise, and up to
25 percent cheaper inspections for the client.24 In

For enterprises across industries, AI has the

health care, Thomas Jefferson University Hospital

potential to boost the value created by IoT deploy-

in Philadelphia seeks to improve patient experience

ments, enabling better offerings and operations to

with natural language processing that will enable

give a competitive edge in business performance.

patients to control room environment and request
various information with voice commands.

Executives contemplating new IoT-based projects should be aware that machine learning for

25
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predictive capabilities is now integrated with most

lected during diesel fuel production. The analysis

major horizontal (in other words, general-purpose)

allowed the company to more accurately predict the

and industrial IoT platforms, such as Microsoft

fuel’s sulfur content and helped identify process im-

Azure IoT,32 IBM Watson IoT,32 Amazon AWS IoT,34

provements that are now saving the company more

GE Predix,35 and PTC ThingWorx.36

than $600,000 per year.42 The major horizontal

A growing number of turnkey, bundled, or ver-

and industrial IoT platforms—which enterprises

tical IoT solutions take advantage of AI technolo-

may already be using—are offering new AI-based

gies such as machine learning.37 For instance, for

capabilities that might help boost the value of exist-

connected-car use cases, BMW’s CarData platform

ing deployments.

gives access to data shared by vehicle owners and AI

THE FUTURE OF IOT IS AI

capabilities from IBM Watson IoT.38 In consumer
products and retail, a number of replenishment au-

It may soon become rare to find an IoT imple-

tomation and optimization solutions use machine

mentation that does not make some use of AI. The

learning to predict demand and optimize inventory

International Data Corp. predicts that by 2019, AI

levels.39 Providers of telematics solutions for the

will support “all effective” IoT efforts and without

auto insurance industry are integrating machine

AI, data from the deployments will have “limited

learning to create more accurate risk models and

value.”43 A growing number of IoT vendors are offer-

predict claims behavior.

ing at least basic AI support. Vanguard companies

40

It may be possible to use AI technology to wring

across industries are already reaping the benefits of

more value from IoT deployments that were not de-

AI in their IoT deployments. If your company has

signed with the use of AI in mind.41 For instance, a

plans for implementing IoT-based solutions, those

Hungarian oil and gas company applied machine

plans should probably include AI as well.

learning to sensor data that was already being col-
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